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TRENDS IN LEARNING POTENTlAL
ASSESSMENT

J. H. M. Hamers and K. Sijtsma

Criticisms of current intelligence tests have contributed to the upsurge
of interest in learning potential assessment. One important criticism
levelled against IQ testing is the way the tests are used in the school.
Since IQ tests are widely used in psychoeducational practice and
constitute an important basis for selection and referral decisions,
suboptimal performance can result in bias and reduced validity of
the measures. Related to this is the concern that IQ tests are unfair
to sociocultural, economie and racial/ ethnic minorities. This can lead
to social and economie injustice (e.g., Hesseis & Hamers, 1993;Van
de Vijver, 1993). The problem of bias and cultural fairness is
exacerbated by two factors: (1) not everyone who takes an IQ test
has had an equal opportunity to acquire the knowledge and skills
necessary to perform up to that individual's potential, and (2)
intelligence test performance is influenced by a variety of irrelevant
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motivational and personality variables that are not distributed
equally across different social/ cultural or ethnic lines (Meijer, 1993).
To the extent that performance on "nontarget" variables, such as lack
of motivation, anxiety, and impulsive responding, contributes to
individual differences, interpretation of the scores obtained is difficult
at best (Carlson & Wiedl, 1992). Finally, a commonly expressed
concern is that IQ Tests are narrowly conceived and may not e1icit
a representative sample of a person's repertoire of intelligent
behavior.

Many of these criticisms were expressed in the thirties (e.g.,
Duncker, 1935; Kohnstamm, 1930; Rey, 1934; Selz, 1935; Vygotsky,
1934; for historical reviews, see Guthke, 1977; Lidz, 1987); they
continue, however, to provide impetus to the revival of interest in
alternative approaches to intelligence testing today. Another
extremely important factor behind the search for alternative models
and methods to measure ment al abilities has been the "cognitive
revolution" in psychology.

A1though several alternative approaches to the assessment of
mental abilities have been proposed, learning potential assessment
has become increasingly important in education and psychology and
work in the area has stimulated substantial empirical research that
has provided new theoretical and methodological insights into mental
abilities and cognitive processes (Sternberg, 1982). Within the last
few years, for example, a variety of instruments have been
constructed based on cognitive and neuropsychological principles
(e.g., Kaufman & Kaufman, 1983) and learning potential assessment
(e.g., Hamers, Sijtsma, & Ruijssenaars, 1993).
In this chapter we focus on current trends and developments in

learning potential assessment. The chapter is divided into five parts.
In the first part, we describe theories of mental abi1ities that are
relevant to intelligence testing. In the second part, the main aims of
learning potential assessment are introduced. In the third part, we
outline the several theoretical and practical bases underlying learning
potential assessment. This includes Vygotsky's concept of the Zone
of Proximal Development (ZPD), the cognitive approach to hu man
intelligence and the concept of "learning ability." In the fourth part
of the chapter we discuss the predictive validity of learning potential
tests and developments in learning potential research. In the fIfth and
last part of the chapter, we outline issues that relate to future research
in learning potential assessment.



THEORIES Of MENTAL ABlUTIES
RELEVANT Ta INTELUGENCE TESTING

Theories of intelligence range from psychometrie or differential
approaches to cognitive or information-processing approaches to
neuropsychological approaches, and to ecological or contextual
approaches. (For a review of these see Sternberg, 1992.)

The psychometrie approach is based on factor analyses of data
collected from the performance of individuals on a variety of tasks
comprising intelligence tests. One of the pioneers in this tradition was
Charles Spearman. For Spearman, intelligence was a general, unified
capacity for acquiring knowiedge, for reasoning, and for problem
solving. He called this unified capacity of intellectual ability, g.
According to general ability theorists (see lensen, 1987) the relatively
high correlations among apparently disparate items on intelligence
tests (the positive manifold) provide strong evidence for the construct.
Furthermore, the general nature of g explains why those who perform
weIl on IQ tests perform weIl on a variety of other intellectual tasks
such as those requiring vocabulary, mathematics or spatial ability.

Other psychometrie modeis, however, do not reflect the unity of
g. These include those of Thurstone, Guilford, Vernon, and Cattell.
Each of these theorists concluded that intelligence is comprised of
several mental abilities that operate more or less independently. For
example, Thurstone (Thurstone & Thurstone, 1962) concluded that
g is best decomposed into five primary mental abilities. This stands
in sharp contrast to Guilford's structure-of-the-intellect model which
describes 120 different abilities (Guilford, 1959). Vernon (1971)
proposed a hierarchically organized structure with a general factor
(g) at the top of the apex and several specific factors underlying it.
Cattell (1971) provided evidence that Spearman's genera! ability
factor is best represented through two types of moderately
independent constructs: fluid and crystallized abilities. More recently
Gardner (1983) proposed a theory of seven multiple, independent
intellectual competencies or talents each of which follows a different
developmental path. Examples are manual, linguistic, and musical
intelligence.

The information-processing view of human intelligence describes
how people code, organize, and process information. It also describes
how individuals apply what they know as they interact with their
environments to solve problems. Although a variety of methods and



theories can be subsumed under the information-processing rubric,
a common characteristic of most of the models is the utilization of
a step-by-step analysis (Sternberg, 1985) of the cognitive processes
underlying intelligent behavior.
In our view, the analysis of intelligence test performance in terms

of basic cognitive processes has enriched the understanding of what
intelligence tests measure. Focussing on cognitive processes rather
than end-products provides new and more detailed analyses of what
intelligence is and how it should best be assessed. The diagnostic value
of a test is increased by analyzing an individual's performance at the
level of relatively elementary cognitive processes.

Although most of the well-known IQ tests were developed in the
traditional, psychometric tradition, a variety of new instruments are
based on information processing modeis. An example is the Kaufman
Assessment Battery for Children, K-ABC (Kaufman & Kaufman,
1983). The K-ABC is based on theories of information processing
that are influenced by insights from neuropsychology and cognitive
psychology. The scales of the test measure sequential processing,
simultaneous processing, and a mental processing composite.
Sequential and simultaneous processing reflect the dichotomy that
was identified by, among others, Luria (1966).

A second example is the Sternberg Multidimensional Abilities
Test. This test is based on Sternberg's triarchic theory of intelligence.
The model views intelligence as (a) "adaptation to, selection of, and
shaping of real-world environments," (b) "dealing with novel kinds
of tasks and situations," and (c) "metacomponential planning and
decision-making" (Sternberg, 1985, p. 336).

A third example is the cognitive assessment system developed by
Das and Naglieri (1992). The Das-Naglieri model (PASS: planning,
attention, simultaneous, and successive processing) is based on the
work of Luria. Although it resembles the Kaufman test in some ways,
PASS goes beyond the K-ABC by including planning and attention
as important cognitive processes. In addition, PASS links assessment
with cognitive intervention approaches that have been developed by
Das and his colleagues to remediate early reading disabilities
(Crawford & Das, 1992; Carlson & Das, 1992).

The "environmentalists" in the psychometric tradition have
developed specific intervention and enrichment programs in an
attempt to raise the intelligence of individuals or large groups (e.g.,
Head Start and Follow Through in the United States, and the project



Education and Social Environment [Slavenburg & Peters, 1989] in
the Netherlands). Training programs have also been developed in the
tradition of information-processing theory (e.g., Klauer, 1989;
Scharnhorst & Büchel, this volume; Sternberg, 1986). These
programs have facilitated the construction of training phases in
learning potential tests as weU as the development of training
programs that are linked to the tests (e.g., Feuerstein, 1980; Lidz,
1991).

When research in learning potential assessment began, only limited
knowledge was available about cognitive processes. This is the reason
why the approach started as a repackaging of existing IQ tests (Budoff
& Friedman, 1964; Guthke, 1977) that employed repeated
measurement procedures, applied simple training strategies and
emphasized the improvement of predictive validity.

Since our knowledge about cognitive processes has increased
dramaticaUy in recent years, the learning potential movement now
utilizes tests and training programs that represent substantial
advancement over earlier work in the area. In addition, the focus on
predictive validity has been expanded by paying special attention to
the construct validity of the tests (see Guthke, Beckmann, & Stein, this
volume). The methodological and theoretical bases of most learning
potential assessment research derives from cognitive psychology,
psychometrics, learning theories, as weU as developmental and cross-
cultural psychology (Hamers, Sijtsma, & Ruijssenaars, 1993).

FoUowing the psychometrie tradition in intelligence research, in
recent years at least two innovative directions in testing and training
children's inteUigence have developed: the information-processing
approach and the learning potential assessment approach. A main
difference between these two approaches is that in the first, the goal
is to measure cognitive processes (e.g., simultaneous and successive
processing ); in the second, the goal is to train processes in order to
improve measurements of intelligence, to establish to what extent an
individu al is sensitive to instruction, and to determine the efficiency
of operation of cognitive processes.

Although learning potential tests have the psychometrie properties
of regular tests, they differ from them in one critical way: a training



phase is incorporated between a pretest and a posttest. In theoretical
terms, learning potential testing starts from the principle that a test
should not only measure previously acquired knowledge and skills,
as is the case with conventional intelligence tests, but also assess the
individual's "ability to learn." Accordingly, learning potential tests
should measure the capacity of the individual to adapt to new
situations and make use of past experiences. This description is
similar to Dearborn's (1921) definition of intelligence: "Intelligence
is the capacity to learn or profit by experience." This definition of
intelligence is accepted by most learning potential researchers
(Hamers et al., 1993).
In psychometrie terms, studies in learning potential assessment can

be characterized as attempts to modify a child's level of test
performance by providing training on the test items. In classical
testing procedures, changes in test scores based on training or
learning during the test procedures are often considered a threat to
the psychometrie properties of the test. In learning potential testing,
however, it is assumed that changes induced by training increase test
validity.

Embretson (1987) distinguished th ree main aims in learning
potential assessment:

1. to provide a better estimate of the ability construct. A better
ability estimate can result from learning potential testing when the
original test does not measure the intended ability for aH examinees,
for example, as a consequence of the use of irrelevant processes or
a lack of prior knowledge. Further, an individual who has had
extensive prior experience in taking tests may have an advantage over
someone who is tested for the first time. Part of this advantage may
stem from having overcome initial feelings of strangeness and from
having developed more self-confidence and "test-wiseness." Since
training may reduce the effects of prior differences in test-taking
experience, test validity may improve.

According to Embretson (1987), irrelevant differences between
examinees can be reduced in several ways: (a) by training examinees
to obtain a relatively high level of performance by using different
training strategies, such as problem identification and reduction to
simpler units in order to reduce the negative impact of irrelevant
processes; (b) by optimizing the examinees' use of prior knowledge.
For example, if the aim is to measure verbal analogical reasoning,



training could be given to explain words the examinee does not know
in order to reduce the impact of variation in word knowledge on test
performance; (c) by reducing the number of alternative processing
strategies examinees use to solve items by providing training on the
use of efficient strategies.

2. To measure new abilities. The second aim oflearning potential
assessment is the measurement of new abilities (for a discussion of
cognitive modifiability see Feuerstein, 1979) that are induced by the
learning experience. The issue addressed is which cues, hints and
training procedures make a difference to a subjeet's modifiability. The
notion "readiness to change" is related to modifiability and is the
central theme in the work of Campione and Brown (1987) who
measure readiness to change by determining the minimum amount
of help needed (hints needed) by an individual to attain a learning
criterion.

3. To improve abilities. The third aim is to change the ability
itself, for example, inductive reasoning or ment al efficiency. To
achieve this goal extensive training during a long period of time is
required. Examples of such a training procedure are Feuerstein's
(1980) Instrumental Enrichment Program which is used to train
children on processes which underlie academie performance, and
Klauer's (1989) training procedure for enhancing the processes of
inductive reasoning.

A substantial amount of research in learning potential assessment
is devoted to the first aim (cf. Guthke, 1977; Hamers et al., 1993;
Lidz, 1987). Learning potential testing is especially suited for
assessment of deprived children, children with learning difficulties
or fear of failure, and children from ethnic minorities. For these
groups conventional intelligence tests can result in an underestima-
tion of intellectual potential. The training phase within the test is
considered as a means of providing children an optimal chance to
achieve a fair test result. Additional advantages of learning potential
assessment over intelligence test assessment are that learning
potential tests are considered to be better predictors of school
performance (Hamers & Ruijssenaars, 1984) and are better suited
for prescriptive and educationai purposes (Campione & Brown,
1987).



THEORETICAL BASES Of LEARNING
POTENTlAL ASSESSMENT

In this section, three bases of learning potential assessment research
are described: (1) Vygotsky's Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD),
(2) theoretical aspects of cognitive theory that are relevant to learning
potential assessment, and (3) learning ability research.

Vygotsky (1934) is generally considered to be the creator of the
learning potential concept. His concept of the Zone of Proximal
Development has become the key concept in learning potential
assessment. He described the ZPD as:

... the distance bet ween the actual developmental level as determined by
independent problem solving and the level of potential development as
determined through problem solving under the guidance or in collaboration
with more capable peers (Vygotsky, 1978, pp. 85-86).

Although the concept of the ZPD seems to be accepted by many
researchers, some (e.g., Minick, 1987) have questioned how closely
research in dynamic assessment and learning potential assessment
actually accords with Vygotsky's basic theoretical position.
According to Minick the concept of ZPD, as applied in learning
potential research, should be understood as an interpretation of
Vygotsky's original concept and not as a direct application of it.

As is clear from Vygotsky's description of the ZPD, his primary
concern was with a qualitative assessment of developmental
psychological processes. To this end, he proposed a theory for
analyzing the child's current or actual state of development and for
predicting the proximal or potential level of development that the
child might be expected to attain as the child interacts with adults
or "more capable peers."

Luria (1961) modified Vygotsky's developmental assessment
procedure to include quantitative approaches to assess intelligence
or learning potential and the interaction between adult and child was
transformed into a training phase as part of the test procedure. By
comparing the pretest and posttest scores, Luria intended to
differentiate between a child's actual and potential performance level.



With this procedure he was able to rediagnose mentally retarded
children whose initial intelligence test scores were low. Although
some of these children did not improve, others did show substantial
gains following training. This led to the conclusion that despite their
initial status, these children were not mentally retarded.

The earliest research in which Luria's interpretation of the ZPD
was used was that of Budoff and Friedman (1964). Using the Koh's
Learning Potential Task, these researchers obtained findings similar
to those of Luria: some of the children previously assessed as being
mentally retarded were misdiagnosed; they were not mentally
retarded at allo Nowadays, application of the ZPD in learning
potential testing can be found in the work of several researchers in
the field, for example, Campione, Brown, Ferrara, and Bryant (1984),
Hamers et al. (1993), and Lidz (1987).

Cognitive psychological approaches have broadened the
traditional perspective of what intelligence is and how it Bhould be
measured by asking questions like the following: What does an
intelligence test measure? How can individual differences in test
scores be explained? What is the meaning of the concept of
intelligence?

The answers information-processing theory provides to questions
like these are based on research on fundamental cognitive processes:
decoding, storage, retrieval, application, and representation of
information (see Sternberg, 1982). While cognitive psychologists
agree in their emphasis on information-processing, they disagree on
how this emphasis should be reflected in research on intelligence.

Sternberg (1981) described four methods that have been
characteristic of the research in cognitive psychology: the cognitive-
correlates approach, the cognitive-components approach, the
cognitive-content approach, and the cognitive-training approach.
The latter approach is particularly relevant for learning potential
assessment research because it offers a framework for the
construction of training phases in learning potential tests and training
programs.

There has been substantial work done in cognitive training with
respect to task-specific (e.g., Tissink, Hamers, & Van Luit, 1993)and
general (e.g., Klauer, 1988, 1989; Paour, 1992) cognitive strategies.



Task-specific strategies are prerequisites for correct solutions to
domain-specific tasks; for examp1e, reading, spelling and arithmetic.
Global cognitive strategies are trained in order to ensure a durable
effect of the training and to promote genera1ization of the 1earned
strategies to new problems or new situations. Recently, research on
metacognition and, more specifically, on se1f-regu1ation skills such
as planning, selection and monitoring has given rise to new studies
in training on test tasks. For examp1e, Sternberg (1981) and
Campione, Brown and Ferrara (1982) concluded that if the emphasis
lies on the teaching of metacognitive skills, the like1ihood is enhanced
that the acquisition will be durable and genera1izab1e (transfer).

In summary, cognitive training can contribute substantially to
cognitive training research. Learning potentia1 assessment can
generate information about which processes and tasks are trainabie,
about the efforts to be made to train a chi1d, and about effective
training strategies in the training phase of the test (e.g., see Hamers,
Hesseis, & Tissink, this volume; Scharnhorst & Büchel, this volume).

If the primary reason for intelligence tests being administered to
children in school is to assess their capacity to make scholastic
progress, it is reasonab1e to conclude that they shou1d predict "the
abi1ity to learn." In fact, intelligence has been defined as the ability
to learn (e.g., Dearborn, 1921), 1inking learning ability close1y, if not
centrally, to intelligence. This implies, of course, that measures of
1earning abi1ity are perhaps the most suitab1e measures of intelligence.
According1y, a considerable amount of research has been carried out
on the relation between learning and intelligence as measured by
standard intelligence tests (e.g., Mackay & Vernon, 1963; Woodrow,
1946).

W oodrow (1946) was not convinced of the practical usefulness of
learning measures as replacements for intelligence measures. He
pointed out that if learning is considered to bring about changes in
test performance following instruction and practice, we "cannot
simply state that improvement with practice is identical with some
hypothesized intelligence" (p. 151).

Campione and Brown (1987) disputed Woodrow's view and
criticized the experimental procedures he employed. These invo1ved
obtaining estimates of 1earning and transfer efficiency from



laboratory learning situations that involved only minimal feedback-
right/ wrong information-and used only simple tasks like visual
discrimination.

Mackay and Vernon (1963) concluded that the predictive value of
various learning tests varies substantially and that the rate of learning
progress has no inherent advantage in making the tests more valid.
They suggest that rather than the gain scores, the final test scores
achieved after instruction yield the highest validity. Thus, rather than
gain scores, posttest scores are most likely to add to the predictive
power of conventional tests. Mackay and Vernon also pointed out
that the usefulness of learning tests is limited because a child's reaction
to the learning situation in the clinical setting may differ considerably
from his reaction in the classroom.

While controversial, Mackay and Vernon's findings are still
relevant to learning potential research today; indeed, they are the
object of study in several current learning potential research efforts.
F or example, the predictive value of learning potential tests is a main
concern in several recent projects (see, e.g., Guthke, 1993; Guthke,
Beckmann, & Stein, this volume; Ruijssenaars, Castelijns, & Hamers,
1993). Data from these and other studies suggest that learning
potential tests do show promise of enhanced validity over
conventional intelligence tests. Although alternative psychometric
models for measuring change are available (Sijtsma, 1993), the
measurement of change is still avoided. More progress has been made
with respect to the design of training phases in tests and programs.
In addition, as the tasks used in learning potential research have
become more complex, the level of analysis using information
processing models has become more sophisticated (Lidz, 1987;
Hamers et al., 1993; Haywood & Tzuriel, 1992).

PREDICTIVE VALIDITY AND fURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
Of LEARNING POTENTlAL TESTS

An assumption in learning potential research is that learning
during the training phase of the test provides an indication oflearning
performance at school (e.g., Campione & Brown, 1987). Like
conventional intelligence tests, learning tests aim at predicting success



or failure in schoollearning. In learning potential research, however,
the issue of predictive validity is at the center of interest (Hamers
et al., 1993). In fact, it is claimed (Guthke, 1993; Guthke, Beckmann,
& Stein, this volume) that the predictive validity of learning potential
tests is higher than, or at least equal to, that of standard intelligence
tests.
In this section, we consider three topics that are closely related to

predictive validity of learning potential tests: (a) the posttest score
and other scores as predictors of school achievement and
comparisons of the validity of these scores with those of standard
intelligence test scores; (b) the period of time over which the
prediction is made; and (c) the similarity of contents of predictor and
criterion variables.

According to Guthke (1982) and Flammer and Schmid (1982),
research on learning potential tests shows that the correlations
between the posttest score and a criterion variabie are higher than
the correlations of the pretest score with the same criterion. Out of
41 samples Flammer and Schmid examined, the posttest was a better
predictor than the pretest in 37 cases. The highest levels of prediction
were obtained for pupils with relatively low pretest performance.
Guthke (1982) attributed this result to two factors: (a) learning tests
yield larger test score variance on the posttest for low scoring groups;
and (b) ceiling effects in the high scoring groups on the pretest resulted
in a restricted test score variance on the posttest. In experiments
without training sessions (e.g., repeated testing only), no difference
in the validity coefficients of pre- and posttests were reported.
In a study by Hamers and Ruijssenaars (1984), four learning

potential test batteries were administered to first grade subjects. These
included visual discrimination tasks, classification tasks, figural
analogies tasks and block design tasks. Each battery comprised two
pretests, one posttest, one retention test and two intermediate tests.
Three short training sessions were given as part of each test battery.
The first training session was given after the two pretests. Significant
increases of the predictive power from pretest to posttest for
mechanical reading, spelling and reading comprehension were found.
Prediction of grades given by the teachers also increased significantly.
Af ter the third test (including the first training session), however,



there was a relative decline in predictive power. This result was
attributed to ceiling effects that caused a decrease in the test score
variance. It was found that the predictive validity of the third test
of each battery tended to be higher than that of Raven's Coloured
Progressive Matrices (CPM) or that of the WISC-R.

Rutland (1992) tested Vygotsky's assumption that the assessment
of a child's response to instruction provides important diagnostic
information beyond information obtained by "static" intelligence
tests. Ris experiment concentrated on the predictive validity of
"dynamic" measures of learning and transfer. Rutland used a house-
like maze that could be used to make various maze configurations
(mapping task). The subjects (14 boys and 12 girls) were children with
learning disabilities from a special needs school. The older children's
mean age was 12.8 years; the younger children's mean age was 11.7
years. The children were divided by IQ into two groups: high IQ (n
= 13, mean IQ = 71: range 65-86), and average IQ (n = 13, mean
IQ = 58; range 51-62). Initially all children were administered a short
form of the WISC-R, involving two subsets, the block design test
and the vocabulary test. The test procedure consisted of orientation,
pretest, training, maintenance, transfer and posttest. The predictive
validity of the tests was examined by assessing the relative importance
of the IQ score, the WISC-R short form IQ score, and the "dynamic"
measures in predicting the c,hange in performance between the pretest
and posttest sessions.

A significant improvement between the pretest and the posttest was
found. The IQ score accounted for 25 percent of the change score
variance. The pretest score accounted for the same amount of
variance. A "dynamic" training score (number of hints) and t'he
transfer score accounted for 42 percent and 50 percent of the variance,
respectively. A multiple step-wise regression analysis was conducted
to investigate further the importance of IQ score, pretest score,
"dynamic" training score and transfer score in predicting change
scores. Adding the "dynamic" score and the transfer score into the
regression equation to the IQ and pretest scores led to a 25 percent
increase of explained variance.

Using a modified version of the Dramer Test, which is a learning
potential test used in the former East Germany, Felsch (1969;



discussed by Flammer & Schmid, 1982) predicted school
achievement, measured after four weeks, twenty weeks, one year, and
two years. The mean correlations of the pretest with criterion
variables were .85, .82, .64 and .68, respectively; the correlations
between the posttest and the same criterion variables were .83, .94,
.89 and .88, respectively. These results suggest that posttests may be
better suited for long-term prediction of academic performance than
pretests.

Hamers and Ruijssenaars (1984) studied the question of whether
long-term (9 months) and short-term (2 months) predictive power
could be generalized to different types of criterion variables.
Correlations of a 1earning potential test for figural analogies with a
test for reading comprehension were .58 (2 months) and .60 (9
months); with a test for arithmetic, the corre1ations were .54 (2
months) and .60 (9 months); for a mechanical reading test the
c@rrelations were .55 (2 months) and .40 (9 months); and with a
spelling test the correlations were .56 (2 months) and .49 (9 months).
A similar pattern of results was obtained using a block design learning
potential test as a predictor. It was concluded that academic skills
which involve insight and understanding (reading comprehension
and arithmetic) are better predicted in the long-term, and that
mechanical skills (mechanical reading and spelling) are better
predicted in the short-term. Thus, the predictive validity of these tests
was affected by the period of time between the administration of the
predictor and the criterion.

The ecological validity of tests has been described (Guthke, 1982)
as the degree of correspondence between the test tasks and everyday
learning tasks in school. Guthke (1982) assumed that the more the
two types of tasks match, the greater will be the test's predictive
power, noting that "The quality of success prediction is regarded as
a function of the ecological match between performance
characteristics and 1earning characteristics and of the test and school
situations" (Guthke, 1982, p. 313). In case of learning potentia1 tests,
Guthke concluded that

... the conventional intelligence test corresponds to the more traditional form
of classroom teaching, whereas the learning test, with its optimizing



conditions, seems to bear a close resemblance to the adaptive type of small-
group teaching (Guthke, 1982, p. 313).

Hamers and Ruijssenaars (1984) administered several learning
potential tests to two groups of first grade children. The first group
was trained by demonstrating how to solve the test items without
further explanation (Training Form 1). The second group was given
the same tasks, but in this case the examiner explained and verbalized
the problem solving strategy (Training Form 2). Results showed that
the predictive validity ofthe posttest corresponding to Training Form
1 was sigrrificantly higher than the predictive validity of the posttest
corresponding to Training Form 2. This appeared to be due to the
fact that the learning situation in F orm 1 was more in accordance
with regular learning situations in school which are characterized by
incomplete instruction and repeated demonstrations.

Another issue .concerns the mismatch of validating learning
potential or "dynamic" tests against product-based or "status" tests
(mostly school achievement tests). Cuypers and Van Ween (1987)
circumvented this "mismatch" by designing the criterion task as a
learning experiment. Guthke's (1983) Mengenfolgen- Test (MFT) was
used as predictor of this criterion task. The MFT is a learning
potential test for predicting arithmetic performance. In the learning
experiment that was aimed at the solution of equations the children
were trained in problem solving. The training entailed increasing
amounts of help in response to repeated failure to provide correct
solutions. The results showed the learning potential test to be a better
predictor of the scores on the learning experiment (r = .45; p < .05)
than an intelligence test (WISC-RjWPPSI) (r = .27; n.s.).

To conclude, learning potential test research shows that when
compared with pretests, posttests are better predictors of later
achievement, especially for groups with relatively low pretest
performance. In groups with relatively high pretest performance,
ceiling effects on the posttest negatively affect predictive validity. The
predictive quality of posttests is not significantly higher than that of
conventional intelligence tests. More promising, ho wever, are the
results of studies that involve learning of the criterion tasks. The
predictive quality of learning potential tests seems to be affected by
the period of time between predictor and criterion measurement,
depending on the type of tasks used as criterion variables.



In recent years attention has been given to the analysis of learning
processes underlying test performance. The diagnostic and
prescriptive value of learning potential tests has also been stressed.
It is assumed that learning potential tests provide information about
educational goals and outcomes that traditional, standardized
measures do not. In addition, there has been a growing interest in
the influence that non-cognitive processes can have on test
performance as well as in the development of domain-specific
procedures. We will discuss these issues in the next session.

Learning processes may be studied in different ways. One approach
is to observe the subject in a learning situation. Hamers and
Ruijssenaars (1984) developed a detailed observation scheme to
analyze video taped test situations. Apart from rather large individual
differences, it was found that in contrast with a below average group,
children with average academie achievement showed higher selective
attention, could apply problem solving strategies more effectively and
were more able to self-regulate their activities (see Campione, Brown
& Ferrara, 1982). A stabie cognitive style was only observed after
a longer period of learning.

A second approach to studying learning processes is the analysis
of learning curves. Hamers and Ruijssenaars (1984) determined
different types of individual learning curves that depended on the
kind of task used. The test performance of some children (first
graders, age 5 years and 11 months to 6 years and 10 months) was
relatively high after a first preintervention test; the progress of these
children that resulted from training was relatively poor, however. A
second group of subjects started at a low level but, as a result of
repeated testing, obtained a higher score on a second preintervention
test. A third group continued to perform poorly despite training and
repeated testing. A fourth group showed an increase in test
performance after training. This group comprised 8 pupils who
performed above average on school achievement tests for reading,
spelling and arithmetic (third quartile on each test) and who had
above average school marks (third quartile on each domain), and
7 pupils who performed below ave rage (second quartile on each test



and each domain). These pupils differed, ho wever, in the
extensiveness of the instruction needed. Pupils who performed below
average needed about twice as much instruction as pupils who
performed above average.

A third approach to studying learning processes is to present a
training phase in the pretest performance level to determine the level
at which training begins; the instruction given during the training is
thus adapted to the need of each child. Implementing this approach,
Hamers and Ruijssenaars (1984) used four levels of instruction. The
first level consisted of presentation of a parallel item after the subject
had successfully solved a pro blem. If the testee failed on the first item,
the item was presented in a more structured way (second level). In
the case of a successful solution at the second level, another parallel
item was presented; in the case of a failure, a problem solving strategy
was introduced (third level). If the child failed again, the problem
solving strategy was demonstrated to the child (fourth level). This
procedure made it possible to determine wh ether learning problems
are the result of an inability to structure information, an inability
to apply problem solving strategies, or, in the case of demonstration,
whether a structural cognitive problem is the cause of learning
problems. An explication of this procedure can be found in Hamers
et al. (1995, this volume).

Intelligence test scores may provide an indication of learning
ability; they do not, however, provide information about the
underlying learning processes that led to the test result. In order to
plan a curriculum it is necessary to examine how a pupillearns and
how educational content and sequences should be organized. Thus
apart from the need to use instruments that have high predictive
validity, there is a growing demand for tests that have diagnostic and
prescriptive value.

Schöttke, Bartram and Wiedl (1993) argued that one ofthe objects
oflearning potential assessment is the study and analysis of individu al
differences in cognitive performance and of causes which lead to these
differences. A pupil's test performance is considered to be the result
of the "dynamic" interaction between the pupil and the test situation.
Variations in the test situation may provide insight into the factors
that cause individual differences in test performance. Schöttke et al.



(1993) developed a conceptual scheme detailing the infiuence of
various factors on test performance (see also Wiedl, this volume).
Basic to this scheme is the assumption that test performance is the
result of an interaction between the person and the testing situation.
In this interaction, task characteristics, personal factors, and
diagnostic approaches are considered to be relevant classes of
variables. It is assumed that variations in the manner in which a test
is given affect this interaction and provide insight into how and to
what extent defined and measurable individual differences can affect
test performance.

As an example of research based on this conceptual scheme, we
draw on Carlson's (1983) comparison of the effects of learning
potential assessment procedures on impulsive learning disabled
children with effects on children without learning disabilities. Raven's
Standard Progressive Matrices (SPM) and Kagan's Matching
Familiar Figures Test (MFFT) for assessing the degree of impulsive
behavior versus the degree of refiexive behavior, were administered
to both groups. The Raven tests were presented under th ree
conditions: the standard condition, a condition in which the pupil was
allo wed to verbalize his ptoblem solving strategy without feedback
given by the tester, and a condition in which elaborate feedback was
given by the tester. On average, both groups scored highest under the
second condition. The average scores under the first and the third
conditions did not differ significantly. It was concluded that children
with specific learning problems are able to overcome their impulsive
style by verbalizing their problem solving strategies. This result was
explained by self-regulation activity of the pupils (personal factors of
the conceptual scheme). The positive test result of the group without
learning disabilities was attributed to task characteristics. Thus,
although the same progress was observed in both groups, the
explanations for this progress was not the same. As a consequence,
help programs may not be identical for both groups.

Van der Leij (1986) discussed the concept of "differential sensitivity
for instruction. " He argued that children may profit in different
degrees from instruction. For example, the degree to which
mechanical reading has been mastered can be defined by a
combination of three factors: accuracy, speed and the number of times
a specific method has been taught. An information processing model
for the explanation of differences in sensitivity was proposed. In this
model, the components of accuracy, speed and method interact.



Progress or lack of progress after a number of training sessions may
be explained by this model, and remedial techniques may be used on
the basis of the analysis of effects of different components.

There is evidence that subjects' noncogmtlve characteristics
influence the predictive va1idity of learning potential tests. It was found
(Guthke & Lewald, 1980) that the influence of variables such as fear
of failure and stress is greater during the pretest than the posttest (see
also Guthke, et al., this volume). These negative influences may be
reduced by an intermediate training session (Meijer, 1993). Guthke
and Lehwald (1980) studied the degree to which pretest and posttest
results correlate with scores on personality tests. Negative correlations
bet ween pretest and posttest scores and the personality characteristic
"fear" were found. Research with respect to the influence of stress and
frustration tolerance on test performance showed that these influences
were stronger during the pretest than during the posttest. The training
sessions obviously helped the individu al to get used to the task. This
was true in particular for adults. It was also found that the influence
of "neuroticism" was greater on a traditional intelligence test than on
a learning potential test.

Hamers, Tissink, and Ruijssenaars (1989) constructed a learning
potential test with a training session in such a way that the tasks
became more challenging by enhancing the pupil's perception of his
competence. A study (n = 54; age range from 6 years and 4 months
to 7 years and 4 months) was carried out to compare the predictive
va1idity of this test with the validity of a learning potential test with
regular training as well with the validity of two standard intelligence
tests (Raven's CPM and the WISC-R). As criterion variables, scores
for mechanical reading, spelling, arithmetic, and teacher's marks were
used. It was found that the learning potential tests with and without
motivating measures had equal predictive value. Furthermore, the
learning potential tests were not found to be better predictors than
the intelligence tests.

In previous sections of th is chapter, we suggested that prediction
would be improved if the predictor and criterion tasks were selected



from the same curriculum domain. Empirical evidence for this was
offered by Ruijssenaars and Oud (1987) who used mechanical reading
performance in the first grade as a dependent variabie and two
domain-specific measures as learning potential tests. Since the
preschooiers in this study had not yet learned to read, reading
simulations were used as test and training items. One experimental
group was trained to read with a reading-simulation test in accordance
with the principles of a "structural" method (Training Form 1);
another group was trained in accordance with an "analytic" method
(Training Form 2). The primary learning principle ofthe first method
was a top-down approach by which children learn to recognize a set
of meaningful words as part of a semantic context. Afterwards the
children learn to analyze these words into separate letters. The analytic
method is a bottom-up approach by which children start to analyze
and to learn single letters.

The training sessions of the experiment comprised fIfteen short
lessons of about ten minutes each, given by the teacher on successive
days. Each lesson was followed by a test in which one out of four
pictures had to be matched with an unknown word. The criterion
measure, a speed test for mechanical reading, was administered in the
first grade after five months of reading instruction with a "structural"
method. For the group with Training Form 1 (structural method),
correlations between the predictors (tests administered after 5, 10, and
15 lessons, respectively) and the mechanical reading test were .50, .62
and .70, respectively. For the group with Training Form 2 (analytic
method), the correlations were .27, .29 and .44 respectively. It was
concluded that predictive validity depends on the similarity of the
contents of predictor and criterion, what Guthke (1982) calls " ... an
ecological match between performance characteristics and learning
characteristics of the test situation and school situation" (p. 313).

Tissink, Hamers and Van Luit (1993) used two domain-specific
learning potential tests for preschooiers, the Auditory Analysis Test
(AUDAN) and the Prerequisites for Arithmetic Test (ARITH) for the
prediction of school performance. The latter test assesses learning
potential with respect to arithmetic prerequisites, such as
correspondence, classification, seriation, conservation and measuring.
Training was given at four levels: (a) repeated administration of an
item, (b) revealing the item structure, (c) offering a solution strategy,
and (d) modeling. In the training sessions, each child started at the
pretest level.



Analyses of the training sessions of the test ARITH showed that
for about 20 percent of the pupils item structuring (Level 2) was
adequate, that 55 percent needed a problem solving strategy (Level
3), and that 15 percent needed modeling (Level 4). Furthermore, it
was found that classification and seriation were easily trainable as
repeating the item or item structuring helped the subject develop
correct solutions to the problems. The results indicated that children
who needed training at Level 4 might be candidates for special
attention in education (also, see Hamers et al., 1995, this volume).

As noted in the foregoing sections, most researchers involved in
learning potential assessment aim to develop an assessment procedure
that provides (a) a measure of the child's potential for learning; (b)
information on learning processes that lead to the child's success or
failure on tasks; and (c) information about education goals. The
literature, however, shows that the learning potential assessment
approach represents a conglomerate of different testing procedures
that differ with respect to tasks and training strategies, target
processes, test format, research sample, validity and diagnostic
procedures. Differences such as these make evaluation of learning
potential assessment difficuit by complicating the issue of the general
utility of the approach and the extent to which it is an improvement
over standard intelligence tests.
In the next section we briefly discuss some of the main issues in

learning potential assessment that are of importance for future
research.

The main criticisms on conventional intelligence tests concern
construct validity (see Guthke, Beckmann, & Stein, 1995, this
volume). Measurement of intelligence allegedly focuses on products
rather than on learning processes and it produces no information
about learning potential. Moreover, intelligence measurement is only
validated in terms of product-based criteria such as school
achievement tests (Lidz, 1991). The early learning potential research
mostly aimed at the improvement ofpredictive validity (e.g., Guthke,



1977; Budoff & Friedman, 1964). This is understandable since the
emphasis on predictive validity dates from the time when the primary
aim of psychological testing was selection. The question that
researchers in learning potential assessment addressed was whether
learning potentia1 tests predict school achievement better than
commonly used standard intelligence tests. Substantial research has
been done that has shown that learning potential posttest scores are
better predictors of academie performance than pretest scores or
standard intelligence tests. Unfortunately, however, the results of
these studies are not always convincing (cf. Hamers et aL, 1993).

Construct validation requires that abi1ity characteristics be
established, for instanee, the relationship between a test score and
an unobserved underlying trait such as learning potential or learning
ability. In this chapter, we suggested that the concept of learning
ability is fundamental to learning potential assessment. This implies
an important distinction if learning potential tests measure a different
theoretical construct than intelligence tests. If so, they should not
both be validated with the same criterion variables (e.g., school
achievement tests); rather, learning potential tests should be validated
using criteria which measure performance change. Until now, only
a few studies have been carried out using such criterion variables (e.g.,
Cuypers & Van de Weem, 1987).

Guthke (1993) argued that learning potential tests are less sensitive
to environmental factors, correlate higher with tests of creativity, and
better reduce the effects of noncognitive components (e.g.,
neuroticism) on tests results than traditional intelligence tests (see
Guthke, Beckmann, & Stein, th is volume). Moreover, learning
potential tests are more closely related to strictly controlled learning
experiments. Other researchers, such as represented in Hamers et al.
(1993), studied how intelligence variables are related to learning
potential. A main issue in these studies is whether the pretests and
the posttests measure the same ability after training has taken place
between both measures. Sijtsma (1993) and Pennings and Verhelst
(1993) have shown that item response models are suited to investigate
this problem.

In conclusion, a good deal of research has been done on the issue
of the construct validity of learning potential assessment; nonetheless,
further research is needed. It may be questioned, for instanee, if we
are dealing with a new concept or only a new label for an old concept.
If the latter is the case, intelligence would be measured in two different



ways: by means of an intelligence test score and by means of a learning
potential test score. Thus, it is necessary to clarify precisely what
learning potential is and to compare it with other conceptions of
intelligence such as derived from psychometric theory.

Although learning potential tests have several tasks in common
(e.g., inductive or analogical reasoning), they differ with respect to
many other tasks (e.g., concept formation tasks, number seriation,
pictorial series, geometric series, paired-associate learning tasks and
auditory rote learning tasks). Some tasks, for example, those used
by Hessels and Hamers (1993), were chosen on the basis of practical
considerations such as emphasizing the importance of using
nonverbal tasks to assess reasoning abi1ity of chi1dren with
communication prob1ems and/ or children who grew up in
nontraditional verbal environments. Other researchers, such as
Resing (1993), have based their tests on items drawn from or similar
to those found in standardized intelligence tests. Furthermore, since
learning potentia1 assessment may contribute to improved classroom
teaching, tasks are often constructed that provide information about
domain-specific knowledge and skills. For example, Tissink, Hamers
and Van Luit (1993) deve10ped domain-specific tasks that invo1ve
reading and arithmetic. Campione and Brown (1987) focussed on
reading comprehension, and Bransford, Delclos, Vye, Burns and
Hasselbring (1987) and Meijer (1993) focussed on mathematics.
Ruijssenaars and Oud (1987) app1ied the principles of learning
potential assessment to the domain of mechanical reading in the
population of kindergarten children. Ruijssenaars et al. (1993)
proposed so-called prototypic learning tasks.

Description and classification of learning tasks is not new. Gagné
(1977) proposed a detailed classification of such tasks based on
defined learning outcomes. Others have defined learning in terms of
products (Guilford, 1959), cognitive operations (Feuerstein, 1979),
or on the basis of an underlying activity structure (Van Parreren,
1978).

Ruijssenaars et al. (1993) made use of a classification based on
types of learning tasks which are important in learning academic
skills. These include: (a) learning to discriminate and to apply
discrimination characteristics; (b) learning arbitrary visual-auditory



assoclatlOns; (C) learning to apply rules and principles; and (d)
learning to solve problems. To elaborate on these, visual-auditory
association is a well-known topic in education. For instance, learning
arbitrary associations in grapheme-phoneme correspondence is
generally considered as one of the abilities lacking in children with
learning disabilities. Rules and principles play an important role in
several curriculum domains, for instance in spelling, reading and
mathematics.

Two global types of training strategies are frequently mentioned:
graduated prompting and mediated learning (see, e.g, Burns, 1985). In
the first strategy, a series of hints that vary in explicitness are given
in order to help the subject succeed. Genera! hints are offered first; more
detailed hints are offered later. The use of more detailed hints is based
on Feuerstein's (1979) principle of mediation; it involves farniliarization
of materiais, instruction of rules, problem solving strategies, and
extensive feedback. Burns, (1985) and Hamers and Ruijssenaars (1984)
found that both training strategies have comparable effects on
children's tests performance. Bransford, Delclos, Vye, Burns, and
Hasselbring (1987) suggest that the choice of a particular training
strategy is best made by taking the purpose of assessment into account.
For example, mediated learning is appropriate if the aim of the
assessment is to collect information about effective instructional
strategies. In contrast, graduated prompting may be better suited to
address issues related to selection or classification of children.

An important issue is how the results of training should be
interpreted. Theoretically, a child should neither know the correct
responses before teaching starts nor be familiar with the test stimuli.
If either one or both of these assumptions is not met, test scores will
be confounded since they reflect the interaction between present
learning and results of prior learning. In order to interpret test scores
obtained after training, the extent to which the child knows the
correct responses before teaching starts, the extent to which the tasks
and activities involved in the test are familiar to the child, and the
type of children who profit most from specific strategies (for instance,
mentally retarded or learning disabled children) should be
considered. Furthermore, the ex tent to which improvement in
performance is limited to a particular type of task should be
investigated because the more instruction is restricted to a specific
test content, the more unlikely it is that improvement will generalize
(transfer) to criterion performance.



To conclude, the theoretical bases of the tasks used in learning
potential assessment should be studied and clarified. For this
purpose, modern task structures may be helpful (e.g., Snow,
Kyllonen, & Marshalek, 1984). Other research issues are the
suitability of tasks as learning tasks, the sensitivity of tasks to training,
and the implication of the various forms of training for the validity
of test scores.

According to Lidz (1987), efforts to relate theories of cognitive
functioning to actual task solution follow one of two approaches:
determination of basic cognitive functions (e.g., Sternberg, 1985) or
determination of differences between successful and unsuccessful
problem solvers. Contributors to learning potential research are
mainly concerned with the latter, the determination of differences
between successful and unsuccessful problem solvers, and
concentrate on cognitive processes that reflect global learning and
involve transfer (see Scharnhorst & Büchel, 1995, this volume). An
important consideration in learning potential research is the extent
to which these factors are related to overall academie abilities.

One of the main issues that researchers in learning potential should
address is the limited knowledge about the cognitive processes
involved in the assessment procedures. In order to help clarify the
often confusing literature on the meaning of cognitive processes, Lidz
(1987) introduced a general guideline for analyzing processes an
designing training procedures. In her view,clarification is needed with
respect to specific concepts such as structure, process, strategy and
style and how these concepts can be applied to an input-elaboration-
output model (lidz, 1987,pp. 459-460).

The input-elaboration-output model provides a useful guideline for
learning potential research. For instanee, Resing (1993) trained so-
called executive systems ofproblem solving, like awareness, selection,
monitoring and planning of processes, that is, general metacognitive
processes. Hamers and his colleagues (see Hamers et al., 1995, this
volume) train examinees to use strategies, for instanee, rehearsal,
linkage to stored information, use of cues, problem identification and
reduction to simpier units, that is task-specific strategies. Pennings
and Verhelst (1993) focused their training effort on cognitive styles,
for instanee, field dependenee versus field independence. It is a



prerequisite for future research to clarify these target processes to
determine which of these processes are best suited for inclusion in
learning potential research.

The basic format of learning potential tests is pretest-training-
posttest. In clinical use the pretest is often omitted, provided that
norms are available for scoring the number of prompts in the training
phase and for the posttest score. The content and length of the
training phases for the various approaches vary-Hessels and
Hamers (1993) use a train-within-test design, a procedure which
transforms the test into a short-term learning experiment, Guthke
(1993) utilizes long-term learning experiments, which he caUs
Diagnostic Programs (see Guthke, Beckmann, & Stein, this volume).

Most researchers in learning potential assessment employ
standardized testing and training procedures. In order to provide a
baseline ability measure, the child is first tested while working alone.
Subsequently, the examiner ad ministers a standardized protocol of
instruction while the child is working on similar tasks. FinaUy, the
child is observed while working alone to assess the amount of gain
brought about by the instructional phase. The end product is a
quantitative measure of the test score modified by the intervention.

In contrast to the use of standardized testing procedures,
Feuerstein (1979) insisted on maintaining flexibility in the examiner's
interaction with the child. He argued that in accordance with
Vygotsky's ZPD the organization and content of the interaction
should be determined by the child's need for assistance rather than
by a standardized protocol (also, see Minick, 1987). Critics of
Feuerstein's approach (see Büchel & Scharnhorst, 1993) suggest that
a disadvantage of Feuerstein's procedures is that it is difficult to
distinguish the contribution the examiner makes to improve test
performance from the child's own contribution. However, since in
clinical practice not every individual problem can be assessed using
standardized procedures and since individuallearning processes are
complex, there is a need for flexible diagnostic tools in order to gain
insight into a person's learning potential and to develop
individualized prescriptions for remediation. In this regard, Tissink,
Hamers and Van Luit (1993), Resing (1993) and Vye, Burns, Delclos
and Bransford (1987) have demonstrated the importance of creating



a combination of flexible interactipns that are similar to reallearning
situations at school and in daily life with standardized testing
procedures.

The use of learning potential tests seems to be most appropriate
in cases where doubt exists as to the fairness of traditional
instruments. This has led to application of learning potential tests
in special groups of children (see Hamers et al., 1993) who can be
expected to be furthest away from reaching their learning potential.
Examples of the these groups are:

1. ethnic minorities or children with socially or linguistically
deprived backgrounds;

2. children who fear failure and impulsive children;
3. children with cerebral palsy;
4. mentally retarded children and children with learning

disability;
5. children with communication problems and deaf children; and
6. "at risk" preschool children.

A problem that must be addressed when working with groups of
children such as described above is that of standardization samples.
Samples from special groups usually are small and stratification on
the basis of demographic variables, such as socioeconomic status and
geography, is usually absent. Thus, norms for learning potential tests
are of ten inadequate with these groups. This notwithstanding, general
and group-specific norms can be applied when the results of a learning
potential assessment are to be used for purposes of screening,
instructional arrangements, grouping practices an other program-
matic features.

In the last few decades, we have become increasingly aware that
psychoeducational assessment is more than just "testing. " A test is
mostly used to verify a hypothesis that is generated after an intensive
and time consuming process of problem analysis and problem
identification. The growing interest in what is called "clinical decision



making" has led to fruitful ideas about procedures to analyze
problems, to decision rules that can be used to define the importance
of diagnostic information, to the identification of different types of
diagnostic problems, and to different types of diagnostic procedures.

An example of this is the taxonomy of different types of diagnostic
procedures suggested by De Bruyn (1992). The most important
elements in this taxonomy are: (a) registration, (b) prediction, (c)
prevention, (d) clarification, (e) identification, (f) explanation, (g)
indication, and (h) evaluation. Utilizing this taxonomy, De Bruyn
illustrated that a test designed for predictive purposes (e.g., a
conventional intelligence test) is not always the best instrument to
clarify, identify, explain, indicate or evaluate, despite its regular use
tor these aims in practice. If however, explanation rather than
prediction of a learning problem is the first goal of assessment, a test
is needed for the analysis of learning processes. Thus, awareness that
there are different types of diagnostic procedures will almost
automatically lead to a more restricted use of tests and to a better
fit between the problem to be assessed and the type of diagnostic
procedure employed. When using a test it is advisable that the
diagnostic properties and procedure for which it is most suited be
described in detail. This is necessary in order to avoid problems that
arise from lack of clarity of the purpose of the assessment and the
characteristics of the instrument and the evaluation procedures
employed.

Traditionally, intelligence is considered to be a relatively stabie trait
which determines school success to a high degree. By measuring
intelligence accurately, it should be possible to predict success in
schools or jobs. One of the empirical supports for this perspective
comes from the Berkeley Growth Study (Bayley, 1949). In the Growth
Study intelligence tests were administered to individuals at intervals
selected over a period of several years: for instance, during infancy,
childhood, and adolescence. Since the correlations between these
administrations were gene rally high, it was concluded that
intelligence is relatively stable from the preschool years on. This
implies that the rank-order within a group of individuals based on
the test is approximately the same on different occasions. However,
since the absolute level of performance can change substantially



without seriously affecting the order, it seems reasonable to consider
intelligence as an ability that is sensitive to change rather than as a
fixed ability.

According to Glaser (1981), tests have a prescriptive function that
provides information about educational needs. This is consistent with
learning potential test assessment since by analyzing the child's
response to training and instruction cognitive strengths and
weaknesses are identified and used to determine instructional needs
of children. As a consequence, the development of learning potential
tests should go hand in hand with curriculum development
(Feuerstein, 1980, Lidz, 1987).

An important question concerning learning potential assessment is
the extent to which learning potential tests provide better and more
prescriptive information about an individual's cognitive abilities than
standardized intelligence tests. Although it is argued (e.g., Campione
& Brown, 1987) that learning potential assessment techniques could
bridge the gap between assessment and treatment, a methodology has
yet to be developed that will enable the results of learning potential
assessment to be translated into prescriptive treatment programs. As
we suggested in preceding sections some work in this area has been
done (also see Campione & Brown, 1987; Delclos et al., 1992; Tissink
et al. 1993); nonetheless, additional research is needed.

Research and development of learning potential assessment emerged
almost in the same period as intelligence test research. lt may be noted
that the emphasis in learning potential assessment has gradually
shifted from improvement of assessment of general intelligence
towards analysis and description of learning processes. The intention
is no longer to enhance predictive validity only (even though this
remains an important issue), but also to study learning processes and
to focus on construct validity.

Specific processes that are at the core of academie skills can be
observed in domain-specific and prototypic learning tasks. Thus, task
and process analysis will become a major issue in future learning
potential assessment. Learning potential assessment requires that
training be organized in accordance with learning theories.
Unfortunately, such theories have played only a modest role until now.



In comparison with the long tradition of intelligence research,
learning potential assessment research is relatively undeveloped.
Thus, it cannot be expected that solutions have already been found
to the various problems discussed in this chapter. Nonetheless, the
results from recent studies (Hamers et al., 1993; Lidz, 1987) support
the view that learning potential assessment offers promising
pers pecti ves.
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